Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Considerable attention has recently been given to DNA transposons causing mutable alleles in plants for utilizing transposon tagging as a functional genomic tool to elucidate the function of genes of interest (Feschotte et al. [@CR6]; Kunze and Weil [@CR17]; May and Martienssen [@CR21]; Chopra et al. [@CR4]; Johzuka-Hisatomi et al. [@CR14]). Rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) is an important staple food for more than one half of the world's population, and it has become the first crop plant for which the 389-Mb genome of a variety, cv. Nipponbare, has been sequenced (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project [@CR10]). However, only a few active endogenous DNA transposons causing mutable alleles have been reported in rice. For example, the mutable *slg* (*slender glume*) allele, which shows a variegated glume shape, was found to be caused by the integration of 430-bp *mPing* of *Tourist*-like miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) belonging to the *PIF/Harbinger* superfamily into the *Rurm1* (*Rice ubiquitin-related modifier-1*) locus (Nakazaki et al. [@CR25]). The mutable *virescent* (or *pale-yellow-leaf variegated, pyl-v*) and *thumbelina-mutable* (*thl-m*) alleles, which display leaf variegation and mutable gibberellin-insensitive dwarfism, were caused by the integration of the same 607-bp nonautonomous element *nDart1-0* belonging to the *hAT* superfamily into the *OsClpP5* and *GID1* (*GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE DWARF1*) genes encoding the P5 subunit of the ATP-dependent caseinolytic protease and the soluble gibberellin receptor, respectively (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]), whereas the mutable *albino* allele due to chlorophyll deficiency was caused by the insertion of a 607-bp *nDart1-0-*related element, *nDart1-3,* into the gene for Mg-protoporphyrin IX methyltransferase (Fujino et al. [@CR7]). In the mutable *pyl-v* allele*,* somatic excision of *nDart1-0* from *OsClpP5* in the presence of an active autonomous element, *aDart*, results in the pyl-v leaf variegation phenotype, a dark-green sector consisting of somatically reverted cells due to *nDart1-0* excision in a pale-yellow background comprising cells having *nDart1-0* inserted into *OsClpP5* in the homozygous condition (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]). Plants containing the *pyl-v* allele without an active *aDart* element display pale-yellow leaves without variegation; this has been termed as the pale-yellow leaf-stable (pyl-stb) phenotype. In addition, the 670-bp nonautonomous element *dTok0* of the *hAT* superfamily found within the *FON1* (*FLORAL ORGAN NUMBER1*) gene exon 1 was also shown to be an active transposon, even though the *fon1* mutant line containing *dTok0* gave phenotypic revertants only rarely (Moon et al. [@CR23]). Among these active rice DNA transposons, *nDart1-0* and its relatives appear to be more suitable than the others for transposon tagging in rice because (1) their transposition can be controlled under natural growth conditions, i.e., the transposition of *nDart1-0* can be induced by crossing with a line containing an active *aDart* element and stabilized by segregating *aDart*, and (2) *nDart1-0* and its relatives are often found at GC-rich regions in the genome and tend to integrate into promoter proximal genic regions (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Takagi et al. [@CR30]; K. Takagi and M. Maekawa unpublished data).

In the sequenced Nipponbare genome containing no active *aDart* elements, the *nDart*-related elements can be classified into three subgroups of about 0.6-kb nonautonomous elements (*nDart1-3*, *nDart1-101*, and *nDart1-201*) and four subgroups of elements longer than 2 kb, which comprise epigenetically silenced inactive *iDart* and genetically defective *dDart* elements (*iDart1/dDart1*, *iDart2/dDart2*, *dDart3*, and *iDart4*) on the basis of their lengths and sequence characteristics (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]). According to the 4.0 pseudomolecules of the Nipponbare genome (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project [@CR10]), the small *nDart1* elements of 0.6 kb and longer *iDart1/dDart1* elements are 18 and 53 copies, respectively, and both elements are distributed throughout the Nipponbare chromosomes (Takagi et al. [@CR30]; Johzuka-Hisatomi et al. [@CR14]). Interestingly, *nDart1-0*, which was originally identified as an element causing the *pyl-v* allele in the mutable virescent line and subsequently found to be the most active element in the *nDart1-3* subgroup, is not present in the Nipponbare genome (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Johzuka-Hisatomi et al. [@CR14]). Because only a fraction of 0.6-kb *nDart1* elements belonging to the *nDart1-3* subgroup in the pyl-v plant can be transposed in the presence of an active *aDart* element and because the excision of the same *nDart1-3* subgroup elements can be induced by treating Nipponbare with 5-azacytidine (5-azaC), Nipponbare must contain an epigenetically silenced autonomous element or elements that can become *aDart* by 5-azaC treatment (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]). Among the 53 *iDart1/dDart1* elements in Nipponbare, 38 *iDart1* elements are putative autonomous element silenced epigenetically because their putative transposase genes carry no apparent nonsense or frameshift mutations (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Takagi et al. [@CR30]). It is, thus, highly likely that an active *aDart* element is similar in structure to one of these 38 *iDart1* elements.

In the F2 population from a cross between pyl-stb and pyl-v, the ratio of pyl-v to pyl-stb was 3:1, indicating that the pyl-v plant contains only one copy of the active *aDart* element (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; M. Maekawa unpublished data). We subsequently exploited the capability of the active *aDart* element to excise the nonautonomous *nDart1-0* element from the *OsClpP5* gene in the pyl-stb tester plant to explore the presence and distribution of an *aDart* element in 49 japonica and 51 indica varieties; several japonica varieties were found to contain *aDart* (Nishimura et al. [@CR26]). We show here that, by map-based cloning, *aDart* in the mutable pyl-v plant coincides with one of the 38 *iDart1* elements, *iDart1-27*, residing on chromosome 6 in Nipponbare and that the transcripts of the accumulated transposase gene in the pyl-v leaves are predominantly from *Dart1-27*. Moreover, *iDart1-*27 from Nipponbare can be converted into an active *aDart* element by cloning into *Escherichia coli* and subsequently introduced into Arabidopsis by *Agrobacterium*-mediated transformation; *Dart1-27* in Arabidopsis can mobilize *nDart1-0* and transpose by itself from the introduced vectors into various sites in the Arabidopsis genome, and the generation of footprints and 8-bp target site duplications can be observed upon excisions and insertions of the elements, respectively. The results demonstrate that *Dart1-27* fulfills the molecular criteria for the autonomous element. Consequently, *Dart1-27* in pyl-v and Nipponbare is an active and an epigenetically silenced autonomous element, respectively. We also showed that not only *Dart1-*27 but also at least four other *Dart1* elements could render active autonomous elements in the introduced Arabidopsis plants, indicating that they are potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically in Nipponbare. Moreover, cloned *Dart1-*27 derivatives from Nipponbare were shown to behave as an active *aDart* element mobilizing *nDart1-0* from *OsClpP5* when they were introduced into pyl-stb plants by *Agrobacterium*-mediated transformation. These findings would facilitate the development of an efficient gene-tagging system in rice and shed light on epigenetic regulatory and evolutionary aspects of autonomous elements in the *nDart/aDart* system.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Nucleic acid procedures {#Sec3}
-----------------------

All nucleic acid procedures, including the preparation of genomic DNA and RNA, PCR amplification, and Southern blot hybridization and RACE analyses were performed as previously described (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Nishimura et al. [@CR26]; Yamauchi et al. [@CR37]). The list of primers used for PCR and RT-PCR amplifications, probes for Southern blot hybridization, and RACE analysis is found in Supplementary Table S1.

Mapping of an active *aDart* element in the pyl-v line {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------

To map an active *aDart* element in the pyl-v mutant line with the background of a temperate japonica line T-65 (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]), we first obtained 21 pyl-stb segregants out of 669 F2 plants from the cross between a pyl-v line and the indica line Kasalath, which carries no *aDart* element (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Nishimura et al. [@CR26]), and used 57 SSR markers for genome-wide coverage (Maekawa et al. [@CR20]) for rough mapping. Because *aDart* appeared to reside in the region near the RM30 marker in the long arm of chromosome 6 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), 550 pyl-stb segregants out of 10,370 F2 plants from the cross between the pyl-v line and Kasalath were subsequently employed for fine mapping using simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers RM5509 and RM7243 (McCouch et al. [@CR22]) and sequence length polymorphism (SLP) marker GCH-5 on the basis of the available rice genome sequence data (Nishimura et al. [@CR26]). PCR amplification with primers Dt1-F (1F) and Dt1-R (1R) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, Supplementary Table S1) was used to detect the presence or absence of a *Dart1* element in the pyl-v line at the corresponding *Dart1-27* site in Nipponbare.Fig. 1Mapping of an active *aDart* element in the pyl-v line. The *aDart* element was mapped at the 259-kb region between the SSR markers RM7243 and RM5509 on chromosome 6 and subsequently located within the 170-kb region between the SLP marker GCH-5 and RM5509, which was covered by three PAC clones and contained 23 annotated genes, including *Dart1-27* in the Nipponbare genome. The *horizontal pentagonals* represent the annotated genes, and three Fosmid clones contained *Dart1-27* and its adjacent segment from the pyl-v genomeFig. 2Transcripts of the *Dart1* transposase genes detected in rice and transgenic Arabidopsis plants. **a** Structure of *Dart1-27* in the pyl-v genome. The *large horizontal filled arrowheads* and the *shadowed areas* at both ends of the transposon *Dart1-27* box indicate the terminal inverted repeats and subterminal regions, respectively. The transposase gene carries an approximately 92-bp intron in its 5′-untranslared region, and its mRNA is indicated under the *Dart1-27* box; the *open pentagonal arrow* in the 2nd exon of the mRNA boxes represents the coding region of the transposase gene. Probe A was used for screening Fosmid clones in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and the *horizontal arrowheads* with the codes (numerals with either F or R) represent primers for PCR or RT-PCR amplification and RACE analysis (Supplementary Table S1). **b** Schematic representation of the alternatively spliced transposase transcripts observed in rice and transgenic Arabidopsis plants. Three different transcripts in sizes (L, M, and S) were observed in rice, and their splicing patterns are categorized. The premature stop codons are indicated in *parentheses*, and the sizes of the RT-PCR amplified fragments were indicated in *brackets*. For detailed structural information concerning the individual transcript, see Supplementary Table S2. **c** Transcripts of the *Dart1* transposase genes in rice by RT-PCR analysis. Lane 1, pyl-v; lane 2, pyl-stb; lane 3, Nipponbare; lanes 4--6, three different pyl-stb plants carrying a single copy of *Dart1-27\** generated by transforming pZEN12; lanes 7--9, three different pyl-stb plants carrying a single copy of *Dart1-27D* generated by transforming pZEN13. *OsUbi* (Os03g0234200) was used as an internal control. **d** Transcripts of the *Dart1* transposase genes in Arabidopsis by RT-PCR analysis. Vectors used for transformation are lane 1, pZEN2; lane 2, pZEN3; lane 3, pZEN4; lane 4, pZEN5; lane 5, pZEN6; lane 6, pZEN7; lane 7, pZEN8; lane 8, pZEN9; lane 9, pZEN10. *ATTUB4* (M21415) was used as an internal control. The *numerals in parentheses* indicate the cycles of PCR amplification

A Fosmid library from the pyl-v plants was prepared using a kit for CopyControl Cloning Systems (Epicentre Technologies, Madison, WI, USA). Out of about 140,000 clones bearing average 37-kb genomic segments, 216 clones containing *Dart1* sequences were screened by colony hybridization with Probe A containing the dimerization-domain sequence of the putative transposase gene (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Subsequently, we identified three Fosmid clones (1G10, 2H05, and 2H07) that carry the 0.79-kb segment adjacent to the *Dart1-27* element by PCR analysis with the primers DtAJ-F (2F) and DtAJ-R (2R) (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, Supplementary Table S1).

Characterization of *Dart1* transcripts {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

The 5′- or 3′-RACE analysis for *Dart1* transcripts was performed with a GeneRacer kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with primers 5RC1-R (14R1) and 5RC2-R (15R1) or 3RC1-F (14F1) and 3RC2-F (15F1), respectively, for two consecutive amplifications, and RT-PCR analysis was carried out with Thermoscript reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) for first-strand cDNA synthesis and with PrimeSTAR GXL Taq polymerase (Takara Bio, Ohtsu, Japan) for subsequent PCR amplification with primers Dt2-F1 (3F1) and Dt2-R1 (3R1) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, Supplementary Table S1), as described previously (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Yamauchi et al. [@CR37]). For characterizing *Dart1-52* transcripts, primers 5RC(1-51)1-R (14R2), 5RC(1-51)2-R (15R2), 3RC(1-51)1-F (14F2), 3RC(1-51)2-F (15F2), Dt2-F2 (3F2), and Dt2-R2 (3R2) were used in the 5′- or 3′-RACE and RT-PCR analyses (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, Supplementary Table S1).

Vector construction {#Sec6}
-------------------

A 0.7-kb fragment containing the entire *nDart1-0* element was prepared from the pyl-stb genome by PCR amplification using LA Taq polymerase (Takara Bio) with primers Clp-F and Clp-R (Supplementary Table S1): initial denaturation (94°C for 1 min), 10 cycles of denaturation (94°C for 30 s), annealing (74°C for 30 s), and extension (72°C for 1 min), followed by a reduction of the annealing temperature in a 1°C decrement per cycle, then 30 cycles of reactions with an altered annealing condition (62°C for 30 s), and a final extension (72°C for 7 min). The resultant fragment was cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and sequenced to confirm that it contained the *nDart1-0* sequence without any sequence alterations.

Fragments of about 3.7 kb containing six different *Dart1* elements, *Dart1-1,Dart1-20,Dart1-27,Dart1-28*, *Dart1-44*, and *Dart1-52*, were first obtained from the appropriate BAC or PAC clones (AC105744, AC084817, AP003635, BX000499, AP004458, and AP002863, respectively) derived from Nipponbare by two consecutive PCR amplifications using KOD-Plus-polymerase (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) with appropriate primers (Supplementary Table S1). The first PCR reaction consisted of initial denaturation (96°C for 5 min), 10 cycles of denaturation (96°C for 1 min), annealing (74°C for 30 s), and extension (72°C for 2.5 min), followed by a reduction of the annealing temperature in a 1°C decrement per cycle, then 50 cycles of reactions with an altered annealing condition (65°C for 30 s), and a final extension (72°C for 5 min). For the subsequent nested PCR amplification, 35 cycles of reactions, rather than 50 cycles, were performed before the final extension (72°C for 5 min). The amplified fragments were cloned either into pCR4 Blunt-TOPO-X, a pCR4 Blunt-TOPO derivative carrying an *Xho*I site next to the unique *Not*I site, or into pCR-BluntII-TOPO (Invitrogen). The cloned fragments were sequenced to examine whether they contained the anticipated sequences. While *Dart1-28*, *Dart1-44*, and *Dart1-52* carried the expected sequences, *Dart1-1* was found to contain a small substitution, and both *Dart1-20* and *Dart1-27* bore small deletions. In order to distinguish these altered *Dart1* elements from those with anticipated sequences, we tentatively call these altered *Dart1* elements *Dart1-1S,Dart1-20D,* and *Dart1-27D* in the present study (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a).Fig. 3Structures of the T-DNA regions in the plasmid vectors used. **a** Construction of cloned *Dart1* elements. Because the amplified *Dart1-1, Dart1-20*, and *Dart1-27* fragments cloned were found to contain a small substitution or deletions, represented by *small hatched* and *black boxes below* and *above* the *Dart1* map, respectively, these DNA rearranged regions were substituted by appropriate fragments derived from PCR-amplified fragments containing proper sequences drawn at the *top* and *bottom* (see [Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}). Restriction cleavage sites are S, *Spe*I; B, *Bst*BI; M, *Mun*I; P, *Pst*I; and X, *Xho*I. **b--i** T-DNA structures of the vectors used for transformation. The structures of the *Dart1* elements and primers used are drawn as in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, and the arrows within the *nDart1-0 boxes* indicate the orientation of *nDart1-0*. The *x in parentheses* within the transposase coding region in (**e**) indicates the premature stop codon present in *Dart1-44* carried by pZEN8. The *brackets* under *nptII, Dart1-27,* and *GUSPlus* represent the probes used for Southern blot hybridization. The *horizontal arrowheads* with the codes represent primers for PCR amplification (Supplementary Table S1)

To obtain the proper *Dart1* elements, we tried to replace the segments containing small rearrangements by PCR-amplified fragments with proper sequences. For *Dart1-1S* and *Dart1-20D* containing small rearrangements at their 3′- terminal regions*,* 1.8- and 0.8-kb PCR-amplified fragments containing the 3′- termini of *Dart1-1* and *Dart1-20* were prepared, and the segments of *Dart1-1S* and *Dart1-20D* with small rearrangements were substituted by the 1.6-kb *Mun*I--*Xho*I and 0.3-kb *Pst*I--*Xho*I fragments to yield *Dart1-1* and *Dart1-20*, respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). The sequences of the reconstructed *Dart1-1* and *Dart1-20* elements were found to be identical to those in the Nipponbare genome. Similarly, the 0.8-kb fragment containing the 5′-terminus of *Dart1-27D* was prepared by PCR amplification, and its 0.7-kb *Spe*I--*Bst*BI fragment was replaced by the corresponding fragment of *Dart1-27* (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a).

For Arabidopsis transformation, we constructed vectors based on pBI121 (Jefferson et al. [@CR13]). The 0.7-kb fragment containing *nDart1-0* was cut out from the pGEM-T Easy vector and cloned into pBI121 in front of the *GUS* gene encoding β-glucuronidase by blunt-end ligation to yield pZEN1 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). The 3.7-kb fragment containing either *Dart1-27* or *Dart1-27D* was cut out from pCR4 Blunt-TOPO-X and cloned into pZEN1 to yield pZEN2 and pZEN3, respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d). To examine the excision activity of *Dart1* elements, the fragments bearing six different *Dart1* elements, *Dart1-1,Dart1-20,Dart1-27, Dart1-28*, *Dart1-44*, and *Dart1-52*, were cut out from the vectors mentioned above and cloned into pBI121 to yield six vectors, pZEN4 to pZEN9 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}e). pZEN10 having *Dart1-27D* inserted between the *35S* promoter and the *GUS* reporter gene was constructed in the same way (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}f).

For rice transformation, we constructed vectors based on pCAMBIA 1305.1 (CAMBIA, Canberra, Australia). The region containing the *35S* promoter and the *hpt* gene for hygromycin B resistance on the pCAMBIA vector was replaced by the segment carrying the rice *Actin 1* promoter with its intron fused with the modified *hpt* gene from pRIT1 (Terada et al. [@CR31]), and the 0.7-kb fragment containing *nDart1-0* was inserted between the *35S* promoter and the *GUSPlus* gene to yield pZEN11 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}g). The 3.7-kb fragment containing either *Dart1-27* or *Dart1-27D* was cloned into pZEN11 to yield pZEN12 and pZEN13, respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}h, i). Unfortunately, the inserted *Dart1-27* sequence on pZEN12 was found to carry two point mutations; a single bp deletion at position 649 and G to A substitution at position 663. Because the *Dart1* transcripts comprise 5′-untranslated exon 1 and exon 2, which contains the entire coding region of the *Dart1* transposase, and because the two point mutations found in the reconstructed *Dart1-27* element are within the 92-bp intron at positions 585-686, the mutations are expected to be spliced out in the mature transcripts (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, Supplementary Table S2; Nishimura et al. [@CR26]). Therefore, the reconstructed element, which we named *Dart1-27\** (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}h), is likely to produce transposase proteins identical to those of the wild-type *Dart1-27* element. Although the origin of these two point mutations remains obscure, *Dart1-27\** must have been present as a minor contaminant in the reconstructed *Dart1-27* element carried by pCR4 Blunt-TOPO-X.

Plant transformation and transposition of *nDart1-0* and its relatives {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

For the transformation of *Arabidopsisthaliana* ecotype Col-1 plants, *Agrobacterium* strain GV3101 (pMP90) harboring an appropriate pZEN vector was used for floral dip transformation (Clough and Bent [@CR5]). For the transformation of rice pyl-stb plants, the high-speed transformation procedure (Toki et al. [@CR34]) was employed with the following modifications. After cocultivation with *Agrobacterium* strain EHA105 harboring an appropriate pZEN vector, vancomycin (200 mg/L) was used for washing to remove the bacteria, and cefatoxim (400 mg/L) and vancomycin (100 mg/L) were added to the N6D and ReIII media instead of carbenicillin. About five or six calli were usually obtained from one seed infected with the appropriate *Agrobacterium*, and approximately four to six plants were usually regenerated from each callus.

Excisions of the *nDart1-0* and *Dart1* elements from the *GUS* gene were examined by assaying the GUS activity (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}; Ishikawa et al. [@CR11]) and by detecting the appearance of PCR-amplified fragments (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) with appropriate primers (Supplementary Table S1) from the *GUS* gene having *nDart1-0/Dart1* excised. To determine the footprints generated by the transposon excisions (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. S1, S2, and S3), the PCR-amplified fragments were cloned into pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen) and sequenced.Fig. 4Excision activities of the introduced *nDart1-0* and *Dart1* elements in transgenic Arabidopsis plants. GUS-positive patterns in leaves (**a**), inflorescences (**b**), and roots (**c**)Fig. 5Excisions of *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27* from the introduced vectors and generations of footprints upon excisions of the elements in transgenic Arabidopsis plants. **a** Excisions of *nDart1-0*. The *filled and open arrowheads* point to the PCR-amplified bands with and without the *nDart1-0* insert, respectively, in the PCR analysis. The target site duplication (TSD) sequences of *nDart1-0* originated from the pyl-stb plant are *underlined*. **b** Excisions of *Dart1-27* and other *Dart1* elements examined. The *open arrowheads* point to the PCR-amplified bands without the *Dart1* inserts in the PCR analysis. The TSD sequences of *Dart1-27* originated from Nipponbare are *underlined*. The *numerals in the fractional expressions in the parentheses* at the rightmost column indicate the occurrences of the footprint sequences observed. Footprints generated by the excisions of other *Dart1* elements examined are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1

To determine the *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27* integration sites on the Arabidopsis genome, a transposon display for the *nDart1/Dart1* elements was employed (Takagi et al. [@CR30]), and the sequences obtained by direct sequencing of appropriate PCR-amplified fragments were compared with the Arabidopsis pseudomolecules in the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) 8.0 database (<http://www.arabidopsis.org/>).

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Identification of *aDart* in the pyl-v plant {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------

Segregation data indicated that the pyl-v plant contains only one copy of the active *aDart* element (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; M. Maekawa unpublished data). Fine mapping revealed that *aDart* in the pyl-v line is located within the 170-kb region between markers GCH-5 and RM5509 on chromosome 6 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The annotations of The Rice Annotation Project ([@CR32], see also <http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/>) and Rice Genome Annotation Project (<http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/>) predicted 23 putative genes, including one copy of the *Dart1* element, *Dart1-27*, and two retroelements longer than 2 kb in the region of the Nipponbare genome. The presence of one *Dart1* element in the pyl-v line that corresponds to *Dart1-27* in Nipponbare was confirmed by the appearance of the 0.37-kb PCR-amplified fragment derived from the 5′-terminal junction of the *Dart1* element with primers Dt1-F (1F) and Dt1-R (1R) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Indeed, all of the 817 pyl-v segregants analyzed in the F2 population from the cross between the pyl-v line and the indica line Kasalath, which contains no *Dart1* element corresponding to *Dart1-27* (Nishimura et al. [@CR26]), displayed the 0.37-kb PCR-amplified band derived from the *Dart1* element, whereas none of the 550 pyl-stb segregants examined in the same F2 population exhibited the 0.37-kb band (data not shown). Moreover, we examined whether the pyl-v plant carries an additional *Dart1* insertion by comparing PCR-amplified fragments covering the entire 170-kb region from pyl-v and Nipponbare; no additional insertion of an element of about 3.5 kb could be found in the 170-kb region of the pyl-v plant compared with Nipponbare, although small insertions/deletions of less than about 0.2 kb might be present (data not shown). It is, thus, highly likely that *aDart* in the mutable pyl-v line resides in the *Dart1-27* locus on chromosome 6. To obtain *aDart* in the pyl-v line, we screened the Fosmid library prepared from the pyl-v plants and isolated three Fosmid clones (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) containing the *Dart1* element together with the adjacent 0.79-kb segment, detected by PCR analysis with primers DtAJ-F (2F) and DtAJ-R (2R), from the segment adjacent to *Dart1-27* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). Subsequently, we determined the entire sequence of the *Dart1* element on these three Fosmid clones, which was found to be identical to *Dart1-27* in Nipponbare. The results indicate that *Dart1-27* in the pyl-v line acts as the active *aDart* element, whereas *Dart1-27* in Nipponbare is epigenetically silenced, even though their sequences are identical to each other and reside at the identical site on chromosome 6.

Transcripts from the *Dart1* elements in pyl-v, pyl-stb, and Nipponbare {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Although one of the full-length cDNA clones in Nipponbare (The Rice Full-Length cDNA Consortium [@CR33]) contains the entire transposase coding sequence of *Dart1-52* (AK072732), its 171-bp 5′-untranslated region (5′-UTR) is derived from a gene residing at 4.4-kb upstream of *Dart1-52* according to The Rice Annotation Project ([@CR32]). We first employed 5′-RACE analysis to examine whether such aberrant splicing often occurred in the leaves of pyl-v, pyl-stb, and Nipponbare (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). No such aberrant splicing could be detected, but we found that a 92-bp intron was present immediately upstream of the ATG initiation codon of the putative transposase and that the spliced transcripts contained 175-bp 5′-UTR derived from the *Dart1* elements in the plants examined. Since 3′-RACE analysis revealed that most of the transcripts carried 170-bp 3′-UTR (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), we employed RT-PCR analysis with primers Dt2-F1 (3F1) and Dt2-R1 (3R1) to examine whether the transcripts from *Dart1-27* were accumulated in the leaves of pyl-v and whether *Dart1-*related transcripts were detectable in the leaves of pyl-stb and Nipponbare. The RT-PCR analysis with 23 cycles of amplification indicated that long *Dart1* transposase transcripts were abundantly expressed in pyl-v (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, c), and sequencing analysis revealed that they comprised predominantly the *Dart1-27* transcripts (Supplementary Table S2), supporting the mapping data in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} that *aDart* in pyl-v must be *Dart1-27*. Although no transcripts were detectable in pyl-stb and Nipponbare, two additional smaller transcripts could be detected in pyl-v (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). While the longest (L) transcripts in pyl-v contained the *Dart1-27* transcripts having intron 1 at 5′-UTR spliced, the middle (M) and the shortest (S) transcripts were mixtures that had one or two additional introns spliced, respectively, although the exact splicing sites were often different (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, c). In the *Dart1-27* S1 and S2 transcripts detected in the pyl-v plant, for example, their 3′ splice sites in intron 2 differ by 7 bp, whereas their 5′ splice sites are identical (Supplementary Table S2). The RT-PCR analysis with 35 cycles of amplification showed that these three transcripts, different in size, were observed not only in pyl-v but also in pyl-stb and Nipponbare. The major transcripts detected in pyl-stb or Nipponbare were derived from *Dart1-28*, together with the minor transcripts from *Dart1-18, Dart1-30,* and *Dart1-34,* implying that the residual expression of these *Dart1* elements in both pyl-stb and Nipponbare would be too weak to act on the *nDart1-3* subgroup elements including *nDart1-0* at *OsClpP5* to lead to their excision even though some of them might encode an active transposase. It is noteworthy that no transcripts from *Dart1-27* could be detected in pyl-stb and Nipponbare. We also noticed that all the shorter transcripts characterized in pyl-v were derived from *Dart1-27*, indicating that some of the abundantly expressed transcripts must have undergone further splicing in rice.

Transposition activities of the *Dart1* elements of Nipponbare from introduced vectors in Arabidopsis {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mapping data (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and the results of the *Dart1* transcripts accumulated in the leaves (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, c) indicated that *Dart1-27* in pyl-v acts on *nDart1-0* as an active *aDart* element, whereas *Dart1-27* in Nipponbare appears to be epigenetically silenced. The results also indicated that the active transposase is likely to be carried by the longest transcripts. To confirm these notions, we first cloned both *Dart1-27* from Nipponbare and *nDart1-0* from pyl-stb into pBI121 to yield pZEN2, in which the excision of *nDart1-0* would result in the activation of the *GUS* gene (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). Subsequently, we introduced pZEN2 into Arabidopsis to examine whether the cloned *Dart1-27* from Nipponbare was able to act on the introduced *nDart1-0* element and to show the excision capability of *nDart1-0*. We also included pZEN3 carrying *Dart1-27D* with a 192-bp deletion at the 5′-subterminal region (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d) in order to examine the transposition activities. Because the putative transposase genes of the 38 *Dart1* elements, including *Dart1-27* in Nipponbare, carry no apparent nonsense or frameshift mutations (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Takagi et al. [@CR30]), these 38 putative autonomous elements are likely candidates for potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically. To test whether at least a few of them can indeed behave as an active *aDart* element in the introduced Arabidopsis plants, we cloned several of their representatives into pBI121 to yield pZEN4 to pZEN10, in which the excision of *Dart1* would result in the *GUS* activation (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}e, f) and, subsequently, introduced them into Arabidopsis to examine their excision capability. Among the 38 *Dart1* elements, we chose four elements in addition to *Dart1-27* for the following reasons (Supplementary Table S3); in *Dart1-1*, its subterminal regions are the most homologous to those of *nDart1-0*; in *Dart1-20*, its putative promoter and intron 1 regions contain 22-bp and 11-bp deletions, respectively; in *Dart1-28*, its intron 1 of the longest transcripts detected in pyl-stb and Nipponbare is either 117 bp (instead of 92 bp because of a single G to T transversion at the 3′ splice site and the removal of the common ATG initiation codon, resulting in the possible utilization of the inframe ATG codon 63-bp downstream of the common ATG) or unspliced, and its putative transposase gene contains an additional 6-bp deletion (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, c, Supplementary Tables S2 and S3); and, in *Dart1-52*, its aberrant transcript in Nipponbare (AK072732) was reported in the full-length cDNA clones (The Rice Full-Length cDNA Consortium [@CR33]). We also noticed that *Dart1-52* carries 49 insertions/deletions compared with *Dart1-27*; therefore, the putative transposase of *Dart1-52* shows only 75% identities in the amino acid sequence to that of *Dart1-27* (Supplementary Table S3). In addition, we chose *Dart1-44*, whose putative transposase gene contains a 6-bp deletion and a premature TAA stop codon; it encodes only a polypeptide of 441 amino acids, while *Dart1-27* encodes a putative transposase of 726 amino acids (Supplementary Table S3).

The excision of the *nDart1-0* and *Dart1* elements from *GUS* in the introduced Arabidopsis plants can be monitored by detecting GUS*-*positive spots and sectors in leaves, inflorescences, and roots (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), and representative GUS-positive spots and sectors are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Among the variegations detected in these tissues, the most frequently observed variegation was GUS-positive sectors (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} III). To confirm the excisions of these elements, the PCR-amplified bands containing footprints generated by the excisions were subsequently characterized (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. S1). Not only *Dart1-27* in pZEN2 but also *Dart1-27D* in pZEN3 was able to act on *nDart1-0* and lead the *nDart1-0* excisions from *GUS* on the introduced vectors, indicating that both elements can produce active transposases. Anticipated footprints generated by the *nDart1-0* excisions were observed in individual clones of the PCR-amplified excision bands, even though the transgenic plants transformed with pZEN2 produced faint excision bands (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). The excision of *Dart1-27* in pZEN6 also occurred, producing GUS-positive spots and sectors, whereas that of *Dart1-27D* in pZEN10 did not (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). About half of the plants with pZEN10 produced a small blurred GUS-positive spot or spots at the styles in young flower buds (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b), and only one plant with pZEN10 also gave a tiny spot at the top of a root tip (data not shown); however, no PCR-amplified excision bands could be detected (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Although the significance of these rare GUS-positive spots observed in plants with pZEN10 remains to be elucidated, the results suggested that the 192-bp segment in the 5′-subterminal region deleted in *Dart1-27D* contains a *cis*-element that is necessary for its own transposition. As expected, the *Dart1-27* excisions could be detected to generate footprints (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b).Table 1*Dart1*-mediated excision activities in transgenic Arabidopsis plantsVectorsPlants examinedLeavesInflorescencesRootsVariegation detected (%)\[I/II/III/IV/V\]Excision detected (%)Variegation detected (%)\[I/II/III/IV/V\]Variegation detected (%)\[I/II/III/IV/V\]pZEN150 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]0 (0)0 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]0 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]pZEN295 (56)\[0/0/3/2/0\]6 (67)6 (67)\[0/0/5/0/1\]8 (89)\[0/0/8/0/0\]pZEN397 (78)\[0/0/5/1/1\]7 (78)7 (78)\[0/0/6/0/1\]7 (78)\[3/0/4/0/0\]pZEN41312 (92)\[0/0/12/0/0\]13 (100)13 (100)\[0/0/13/0/0\]13 (100)\[0/0/12/1/0\]pZEN51413 (93)\[0/0/11/0/2\]8 (57)12 (86)\[0/0/11/1/0\]12 (86)\[0/0/11/1/0\]pZEN61615 (94)\[0/2/13/0/0\]16 (100)15 (94)\[0/0/15/0/0\]14 (88)\[0/0/11/3/0\]pZEN7109 (90)\[0/0/1/4/4\]10 (100)9 (90)\[0/0/7/1/1\]6 (60)\[0/0/6/0/0\]pZEN850 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]0 (0)0 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]0 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]pZEN91210 (83)\[0/0/5/2/3\]11 (92)11 (92)\[0/0/7/4/0\]12 (100)\[0/0/11/1/0\]pZEN1090 (0)\[0/0/0/0/0\]0 (0)5^a^ (56)\[0/0/5/0/0\]1^b^ (11)\[0/0/1/0/0\]Excisions of *nDart1-0* in pZEN2 and pZEN3 were mediated by the transposase encoded by *Dart1-27* and *Dart1-27D*, respectively, whereas those of *Dart1-1*, *Dart1-20*, *Dart1-27*, *Dart1-28*, and *Dart1-52* in pZEN4, pZEN5, pZEN6, pZEN7, and pZEN9, respectively, were promoted by their own transposases. GUS-positive patterns detected are I, entirely stained; II, entirely stained and sectors; III, sectors; IV, sectors and spots; V, spotsSuperscript letters a and b in pZEN10 indicate a small blurred spot(s) that appeared at the styles (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) and a tiny spot at the top of a root tip (see text), respectively

Among the other *Dart1* elements tested, *Dart1-1* in pZEN4, *Dart1-20* in pZEN5, *Dart1-28* in pZEN7, and *Dart1-52* in pZEN9 were all shown to be excised from the vectors, whereas *Dart1-44* in pZEN8 failed to be excised (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Expected footprints were observed in individual clones of the PCR-amplified excision bands (Supplementary Fig. S1). The results indicated that at least four *Dart1* elements tested, *Dart1-1, Dart1-20, Dart1-28*, and *Dart1-52*, in addition to *Dart1-27*, are all potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically in Nipponbare, whereas *Dart1-44*, which contains a premature stop codon, is a defective element, designated as *dDart1-44*. Southern blot analysis with the *nptII* region as a probe indicated that these transgenic Arabidopsis plants carried an average of 4.6 copies (within a range of 1--12 copies) of the transgenes in their genomes (data not shown). Interestingly, only the longest *Dart1* transcripts were accumulated in the transgenic Arabidopsis plants into which these *Dart1* elements were introduced (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, d). The accumulation of the longest *Dart1* transcripts, including the defective *dDart1-44* element, was confirmed by sequencing of individual clones (Supplementary Table S2). To determine whether the *Dart1* elements that are capable of being excised by themselves can promote the transposition of *nDart1-0,* the transgenic plants bearing the individual *Dart1* element were crossed with the plant containing *nDart1-0* originated from pZEN1; then, F1 hybrids carrying both *Dart1* and *nDart1-0* were examined to determine whether the excision of *nDart1-0* from pZEN1 could take place and produce PCR-amplified fragments containing footprints. As expected, elements *Dart1-1*, *Dart1-27*, *Dart1-28*, and *Dart1-52* were all able to excise *nDart1-0,* whereas *dDart1-44* was not (Supplementary Fig. S2). Moreover, *Dart1-27* could act on *dDart1-44* and excise *dDart1-44* from *GUS* on the introduced pZEN8 vector to generate footprints.

We also examined whether both *nDart1-0* in pZEN2 and *Dart1-27* in pZEN6 were shown to integrate into new sites in the Arabidopsis genome. A comparison of the bands detected in the Southern blot analysis using the transposase-coding region of *Dart1-27* as a probe with those using the *GUS*-coding region as a probe indicated that no clear additional insertion bands of *Dart1-27* were detected (data not shown), probably because the cells containing a somatic integration of *Dart1-27* in the genome were too few to be detectable as bands. We, thus, employed a transposon display for analyzing the integrations of *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27* separately (Takagi et al. [@CR30]). As Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a shows, the results clearly demonstrated that both *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27* were integrated into various sites in the unique regions of the genome and that some of them were inserted within the genic regions (Supplementary Table S4). Furthermore, the anticipated 8-bp target site duplications were found in these elements examined (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, c). Based on these results, we can conclude that (1) *Dart1-27* in pyl-v is the active autonomous *aDart* element, whereas *Dart1-27* in Nipponbare is silenced epigenetically; (2) several other *Dart1* elements, *Dart1-1, Dart1-20, Dart1-27, Dart1-28,* and *Dart1-52*, described here, as well as *Dart1-26* described previously (Nishimura et al. [@CR26]), are all potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically in Nipponbare; (3) *Dart1-44* containing a premature stop codon is a defective element, *dDart1-44*; and (4) the length of their putative transposases can vary from 703 amino acids in *Dart1-28* or 711 amino acids in *Dart1-52* to 726 amino acids in *Dart1-27*, *Dart1-1,* and *Dart1-20*. The putative transposases in *Dart1-1* and *Dart1-20* were different from that in *Dart1-27* by six and eleven amino acid substitutions, respectively (Supplementary Table S3).Fig. 6Integrations of *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27* into the transgenic Arabidopsis genome. **a** Localization of *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27* in the Arabidopsis genome. The *short and long bars* represent *nDart1-0* and *Dart1-27*, respectively, and the *leftward and rightward bars* indicate the downward and upward orientations of the inserted elements on the map, respectively. The numerals are according to the Arabidopsis pseudomolecules in the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) 8.0 database (<http://www.arabidopsis.org/>). The *asterisks* indicate the integrations of the genic regions consisting of putative coding regions including introns and 0.5-kb segments upstream of the coding regions (Supplementary Table S4). **b** TSDs generated by *nDart1-0* integrations. **c** TSDs generated by *Dart1-27* integrations. The *small open circles* adjacent to the transposon boxes indicate TSDs. The *horizontal arrowheads* with the codes under maps indicate primers used to determine TSDs (Supplementary Table S1). Newly generated TSDs are *underlined*. The nucleotides in *bold* correspond to the positions in the Arabidopsis chromosomes shown in (**a**)

Excisions of *nDart1-0* from either the endogenous *OsClpP5* gene or the *GUS* gene on the introduced vectors promoted by newly introduced *Dart1-27* derivatives in the rice pyl-stb line {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both *Dart1-27* from Nipponbare and its deletion derivative *Dart1-27D* produce active transposases and promote *nDart1-0* excisions in Arabidopsis. We were interested in determining whether both excisions of *nDart1-0* from the endogenous *OsClpP5* gene and from the newly introduced *GUS* gene can often occur simultaneously when a vector bearing *Dart1-27* together with *nDart1-0* within *GUS* is introduced into the pyl-stb plant. To this end, we cloned both *Dart1-27* from Nipponbare and *nDart1-0* from *OsClpP5* in pyl-stb into a pCAMBIA derivative carrying the rice *Actin 1* promoter-driven *hpt* gene to yield pZEN12, in which the excision of *nDart1-0* would result in *GUS* activation (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}h). Unfortunately, the cloned element, *Dart1-27\**, was later found to contain two point mutations within intron 1. In addition, we also constructed pZEN13 carrying *Dart1-27D* (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}i)*.* Approximately 20% of the regenerants obtained exhibited albino phenotype, and we used the remaining apparently normally regenerated plants for further investigation. Of 63 and 99 transgenic pyl-stb plants transformed with pZEN12 and pZEN13 examined, 60 and 96 plants at the 7- to 10-leaf stages exhibited leaf variegations or an entirely dark-green leaf due to the *nDart1-0* excision from *OsClpP5*, and 57 and 85 plants displayed GUS-positive variegations, respectively; typical examples are shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. In almost all such variegated leaves, we detected PCR-amplified fragments containing footprints generated by the *nDart1-0* excisions from *OsClpP5* as well as from *GUS* (Supplementary Fig. S3A and S3B). The results clearly indicate that the transposases produced from either pZEN12 or pZEN13 act not only on *nDart1-0* in the *GUS* gene carried by the newly introduced vectors but also on *nDart1-0* in the endogenous *OsClpP5* gene in the genome and lead these *nDart1-0* elements to be excised with comparable efficiencies. In addition, *Dart1-27\** could be excised from the introduced pZEN12 vector in rice, but *Dart1-27D* could not (Supplementary Fig. S3C).Fig. 7Excisions of *nDart1-0* from the *OsClpP5* and *GUS* genes. Excisions of *nDart1-0* from the *OsClpP5* gene resulting in dark-green spots/sectors in a pale-yellow background (**a**) and those from both *OsClpP5* and *GUS* genes leading to both dark-green and GUS-positive spots/sectors (**b**). Introduction of pZEN11 occasionally produced a minute GUS-positive spot pointed by the *red arrowhead* in \[PYL\]. Abbreviations in brackets are *PYL* pale-yellow leaf, *VL* variegated leaf, *DGL* dark-green leaf, *NOS* nonoverlapping sector(s), *POS* partially overlapping sector(s), *SIS* superimposed sector

Thus, more than 90% of transgenic plants examined showed phenotypes conferred by the *nDart1-0* excisions. Southern blot analysis with the *GUS* region as a probe indicated that these transgenic rice plants carried an average of 3.2 copies (within the range of 1--18 copies) of the transgenes in their genomes (data not shown). Out of these transgenic plants with pZEN12 and pZEN13, 43 and 57 plants displayed leaf variegations and GUS-positive spots and/or sectors, and 38 and 52 plants exhibited dark-green spots/sectors partially overlapping with GUS-positive spots/sectors, respectively (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b \[POS\]). Only two plants transformed with pZEN13 displayed a dark-green sector superimposed with a GUS-positive sector (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b \[SIS\]), suggesting that the simultaneous excisions of *nDart1-0* from *OsClpP5* and *GUS* occurred rarely. We also noticed that only a few transgenic plants transformed with the control vector pZEN11 exhibited either a dark-green-leaf variegation or minute GUS-positive spots (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b \[PYL\]), probably because stresses caused during *Agrobacterium-*mediated transformation, including callus formation, were likely to activate potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically (Kaeppler et al. [@CR15]; Cheng et al. [@CR3]; Slotkin and Martienssen [@CR29]).

Three transcripts with different sizes were observed in the leaves of the transgenic pyl-stb plants transformed with pZEN12 and pZEN13; the longest (L) transcripts contained transcripts having intron 1 spliced, whereas the middle (M) and the shortest (S) transcripts were mixtures that had an additional one or two introns spliced, and most of them were the *Dart1-27* transcript derivatives (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, c, Supplementary Table S2). Interestingly, the *Dart1-27* transcripts accumulated in three independent transgenic pyl-stb plants carrying only one copy of *Dart1-27D* were all considerably less abundant than those in three independent transgenic plants with one copy of *Dart1-27\** (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). Such a reduction of the *Dart1-27* transcripts accumulated in the pyl-stb plants with pZEN13 bearing *Dart1-27D* might provide an explanation for detecting the residual transcripts from *Dart1-18* and *Dart1-20* in addition to those from *Dart1-27* (Supplementary Table S2). Nevertheless, the reduced amounts of the *Dart1-27* transcripts appeared to be sufficient to promote the excision of *nDart1-0* from the *GUS* and *OsClpP5* genes in the transgenic pyl-stb plants carrying only one copy of *Dart1-27D* (Supplementary Fig. S3).

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Among the active nonautonomous DNA transposable elements conferring mutable traits in rice reported, i.e., 430-bp *mPing* (Nakazaki et al. [@CR25]), 607-bp *nDart1-0* (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]), and 670-bp *dTok0* (Moon et al. [@CR23]), *nDart1-0* is unique in the copy numbers of the nonautonomous elements relative to their putative autonomous elements; the Nipponbare genome carries a number of nonautonomous *mPing* and *dTok* elements with only a few putative autonomous elements (Jiang et al. [@CR12]; Kikuchi et al. [@CR16]; Moon et al. [@CR23]), whereas it contains 13 nonautonomous *nDart1-3* subgroup elements with 38 putative autonomous *Dart1* elements (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Takagi et al. [@CR30]; Johzuka-Hisatomi et al. [@CR14]). For *mPing*, two elements, *Ping* and *Pong*, are thought to be autonomous elements (Jiang et al. [@CR12]; Kikuchi et al. [@CR16]), and *Ping* was recently reported to be actively transposed into a new site in rice (Ohmori et al. [@CR27]). In addition, both *Ping* and *Pong* were shown to promote the transposition of *mPing* in Arabidopsis (Yang et al. [@CR38]). We showed here that *Dart1-27* in the mutable pyl-v line is the active autonomous element and that at least five elements, *Dart1-1, Dart1-20, Dart1-27, Dart1-28,* and *Dart1-52*, are potential autonomous elements, which are likely to be epigenetically silenced in Nipponbare, because all of them were able to behave as active autonomous elements in transgenic Arabidopsis plants. Because 5-azacytidine treatments of Nipponbare seeds were shown to activate potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]), they are likely to be hypermethylated. Indeed, preliminary bisulfite sequencing data indicated that the 5′ region of *Dart1-27* in both pyl-stb and Nipponbare was found to be more heavily methylated than that in the pyl-v plant, implying that the DNA methylation states of the potential autonomous elements appear to determine whether they are active *aDart* elements or epigenetically silenced autonomous elements (C.-H. Eun unpublished data). The DNA methylation states of the potential autonomous *Dart1* elements in Nipponbare were expected to be erased by cloning of these elements into *Escherichia coli* and subsequently introduced into *Agrobacterium* for plant transformation. Since bisulfite sequencing results indicated that no apparent DNA methylation was detected at the 5′ region of *Dart1-27\** carried by pZEN12 in *Agrobacteria*, which was to be introduced into rice (data not shown), potential autonomous *Dart1* elements cloned and introduced into Arabidopsis plants in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} must have been much less DNA methylated than the corresponding elements in Nipponbare. Such hypomethylation states of the newly introduced *Dart1* elements in the transgenic Arabidopsis plants must be one of the main reasons why they were able to act as active *Dart1* elements (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. S1, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Of 100 rice cultivars comprising 49 japonica and 51 indica varieties examined, only seven and one japonica varieties were found to bear a single *aDart* element, whose sequences are identical to *Dart1-27* and *Dart1-26*, respectively (Nishimura et al. [@CR26]; K. Tsugane unpublished data), and these two elements exhibit 98% identities in DNA sequence. It would be intriguing to elucidate the molecular mechanisms whereby the *Dart1-27* or *Dart1-26* element in specific varieties is able to escape from epigenetic gene silencing associated with DNA methylation whereas the others are silenced.

The length of putative transposases in the active *aDart* elements (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) in the introduced Arabidopsis plants can vary from 703 amino acids in *Dart1-28* and 711 amino acids in *Dart1-52* to 726 amino acids in *Dart1-27*, *Dart1-1,* and *Dart1-20*. Interestingly, the transposase of the *Dart1-52* is more closely related to that of *Dart2-1,* which contains no apparent premature stop codon in its transposase gene and belongs to another subgroup of *Dart* elements (*Dart2*) found in Nipponbare, than that of *Dart1-27*; the putative transposases between *Dart1-52* and *Dart2-1* showed 99% identities in amino acid sequence, whereas those between *Dart1-52* and *Dart1-27* showed only 75% (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]). Because *Dart1-52* could excise by itself from *GUS* in transgenic Arabidopsis plants and also promote the *nDart1-0* excision from *GUS* by crossing a *Dart1-52-*expressing Arabidopsis plant with a pZEN1-transformed Arabidopsis plant containing *nDart1-0* in the *GUS* gene, it is conceivable that *Dart2-1* would act as an active autonomous element if its transposase gene were expressed. Presumably, autonomous *Dart1* elements bear a considerable sequence divergence of transposases, which is one of the dynamic features of the transposase genes in regulation as well as an evolution characteristic of the *nDart/aDart* system in rice. Although it would be intriguing to compare the relative activities of these divergent transposases, our experimental design could not allow quantitative analysis to assess the activities of individual elements. Nonetheless, we can speculate that most of the remaining 32 putative autonomous elements in Nipponbare are likely to be potential autonomous elements silenced epigenetically, even though considerable divergence of their transposase sequences arose among these elements.

In transgenic Arabidopsis plants transformed with pZEN4 to pZEN10, the transposase genes in the cloned *Dart1* elements can be transcribed either from their own promoters or the *35S* promoter originated from the pBI121 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}e, f). Preliminary results indicate that the transcriptions of these transposase genes were initiated from their own promoters in all 22 transgenic plants examined, which were transformed with either one of seven different pZEN vectors, and that only 6 of 22 transgenic plants introduced with one of four different pZEN vectors displayed additional transposase transcripts initiated by the integrated *35S* promoter (K. Tsugane and C.-H. Eun unpublished data). Although the molecular mechanisms of the observed promoter selection remain to be studied, the results appear to indicate that the transposase promoter was more frequently used for the expression of the transposase gene than the *35S* promoter under our experimental conditions. Because some of the transgenic Arabidopsis plants transformed with an identical vector contain only the transcripts initiated from the transposase promoter while others had the mixture of two different transcripts initiated from either one of these two promoters, the activity of the *35S* promoter appears to be affected by the integration sites of the vector rather than the vector itself. Since the transgenic plants examined carried multiple copies of the transgene, it is also conceivable that the activity of the *35S* promoter may vary from one transgene to another. Consistently with this notion, the transformation of Arabidopsis with the *35S* promoter-driven *GUS* gene is known to result in a highly variable GUS activity pattern (Butaye et al. [@CR1]). We noticed that splicing of intron 1 occurred in all of the transposase transcripts initiated from either the *35S* promoter or their own promoters, even though the 3′ spliced site of intron 1 in *Dart1-28* differed from that in other *Dart1* elements (Supplementary Table S2) because of a single base substitution at the 3′ splice site (Supplementary Table S3).

The *Dart1* transcripts expressed in rice underwent complicated posttranscriptional processing to produce a mixture of smaller M and S transcripts due to the splicing of variable introns 2 and 3 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S2). Although the biological significance of these smaller transcripts in rice remains obscure, one can speculate that truncated transposase proteins encoded by the smaller transcripts may act as repressors of transposition, as is the case for the P transposable elements in *Drosophila* (Rio [@CR28]). Alternatively, the variable splicing processes in rice may have something to do with the degradation of the transcripts associated with nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (Lejeune and Maquat [@CR18]). Nonetheless, the generation of the small transcripts in rice appears to be passive processes of the abundantly accumulated transcripts, because they were derived predominantly from *Dart1-27* in the pyl-v line as well as the transgenic pyl-stb plants transformed with pZEN12, in which the longest *Dart1-27* transcripts were extensively accumulated. While both 5′ and 3′ splice sites of intron 1 are common among the transcripts of all *Dart1* elements examined, except for *Dart1-28* containing a single base substitution at the 3′ splice site (Supplementary Table S3), the splice sites of introns 2 and 3 varied even in the same elements, including *Dart1-27* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S2). These variable splice sites fit well with the consensus sequence for splicing in rice (Campbell et al. [@CR2]), and these small transcripts appear to be generated by rice-specific posttranscriptional processing because no such processing could be observed in transgenic Arabidopsis plants (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d, Supplementary Table S2).

While no apparent difference was observed between the amounts of the overexpressed transcripts from *Dart1-27* and those from *Dart1-27D* in Arabidopsis (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d), the *Dart1-27* transcripts accumulated in three independent transgenic rice pyl-stb plants with only one copy of *Dart1-27D* were all considerably less abundant than those in three independent transgenic pyl-stb plants with one copy of *Dart1-27\** (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). The 192-bp segment in the 5′-subterminal region deleted in *Dart1-27D* is likely to contain a *cis*-element partially enhancing the expression of the transposase gene in rice, in addition to a *cis*-element necessary for its own transposition in Arabidopsis and rice (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. S3C, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). However, we could not disregard an alternative remote possibility, namely that two point mutations within intron 1 in *Dart1-27\** affect its expression in rice. It appears to be paradoxical that the reduced amounts of the *Dart1-27* transcripts were found to be sufficient to promote the excision of *nDart1-0* from the *GUS* and *OsClpP5* genes in the transgenic pyl-stb plants carrying only one copy of *Dart1-27D* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, Supplementary Fig. S3), whereas the comparable amounts of the *Dart1* transcripts containing the transcripts from the autonomous *Dart1-28* element in pyl-stb (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, Supplementary Table S2) could not mediate the excision of *nDart1-0* from the *OsClpP5* gene (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]). Presumably, newly produced *Dart1-27* transcripts from the *Dart1-27D* transgene accounted for a significant portion of the *Dart1* transcripts in the transgenic pyl-stb plants and were sufficient to promote the *nDart1-0* excision. Indeed, major transcripts in a transgenic pyl-stb plant with only one copy of *Dart1-27D* were found to be the *Dart1-27* transcripts (Supplementary Table S2). An additional possible explanation is that the putative *Dart1-27* transposase may be more efficiently produced and/or more active than the putative *Dart1-28* transposase, because *Dart1-28* carries base alterations in its promoter region and at the 3′ splice site of intron 1, which results in the elimination of the normal initiation codon for the Dart1 transposase, and its putative transposase gene contains a 6-bp deletion (Supplementary Table S3).

Although foreign elements, such as T-DNA or the maize DNA transposons, *Ac/Ds* and *En/Spm*, as well as the endogenous retrotransposon, *Tos17*, have been systematically employed for gene tagging in rice, tissue cultures are absolutely necessary to either introduce these foreign elements into rice calli or activate dormant *Tos17* in the genome (Hirochika et al. [@CR8]; Leung and An [@CR19]; Upadhyaya [@CR36]); thus, somaclonal variations associated with tissue cultures are inevitable (Kaeppler et al. [@CR15]). In this respect, the generation of albino, a good indicative of somaclonal variation, by high-speed rice transformation (Toki et al. [@CR34]) is much higher than the conventional rice transformation (Hiei et al. [@CR9]); by our hands in pyl-stb with the T-65 background, approximately 20% of the regenerants obtained by the high-speed procedure exhibited an albino phenotype, whereas about 2% of those obtained by the conventional method were albino (Z. Shimatani unpublished data). We noticed that the regeneration of albino tends to occur in the later stage of regenerants obtained through multiple shoots. Perhaps, high-speed transformation is more suitable for application to complementation analysis of rice mutants than to reversed genetic analyses, including gene tagging, in order to minimize the occurrence of somaclonal variations.

While endogenous active DNA transposons, which are free from somaclonal variation because no tissue culture is involved in generating insertion mutants, have been extensively used for gene tagging in maize, snapdragon, petunia, and morning glories (May and Martienssen [@CR21]; Chopra et al. [@CR4]), only a few active endogenous DNA transposons, *mPing/Ping*, *nDart1*, and *dTok,* have been identified in rice (Nakazaki et al. [@CR25]; Fujino et al. [@CR7]; Moon et al. [@CR23]; Naito et al. [@CR24]; Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Ohmori et al. [@CR27]). Among the active nonautonomous DNA elements, *nDart1* appears to be the most suitable for gene tagging because *nDart1* seems to have a tendency to integrate more into GC-rich promoter proximal genic regions than *mPing* (Naito et al. [@CR24]; Takagi et al. [@CR30]; K. Takagi and M. Maekawa unpublished data) and because *dTok* was reported to transpose rarely (Moon et al. [@CR23]). Our results in Arabidopsis (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, Supplementary Table S4) are consistent with this notion. Moreover, we are currently generating a large number of mutant lines tagged by *nDart1* and its relatives, and they are free from somaclonal variation because no tissue culture is involved in the generation of such mutants (Tsugane et al. [@CR35]; Johzuka-Hisatomi et al. [@CR14]; M. Maekawa unpublished data). We have unambiguously demonstrated here that the active autonomous element in the pyl-v line is *Dart1-27* on chromosome 6 and that the rice genome contains many potential autonomous *Dart1* elements silenced epigenetically. These features would certainly provide important and necessary information that would facilitate an effective and somaclonal variation-free gene tagging system in rice.
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Supplementary Fig. S1. Generations of footprints upon excisions of the *Dart1* elements examined from the introduced vectors in Arabidopsis. Symbols are as in Fig. 5. TSDs flanking *Dart1-20* and *Dart1-52* were lost during the construction of pZEN5 and pZEN9, respectively. (EPS 851 kb)
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Supplementary Fig. S2. Generations of footprints upon excisions of *nDart1-0* and *dDart1-44* from the introduced vectors in Arabidopsis when one of the autonomous *Dart1* elements was introduced by the cross indicated. TSD flanking *dDart1-44* was lost during the construction of pZEN8. Symbols are as in Fig. 5. (EPS 491 kb)
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Supplementary Fig. S3. Generations of footprints upon excisions of *nDart1-0* from *OsClpP5* and *GUS* and those of *Dart1-27\** from pZEN12 in rice. Symbols are as in Fig. 5, and the asterisks indicate the samples obtained from transgenic pyl-stb plants carrying only one copy of *Dart1-27\** or *Dart1-27D.* (TIFF 684 kb)
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